Week 8
Objective: Understand the basics of blogging and start using the blog module to
share articles, poems, stories etc. Understand how share content on Social Media
through your website.

Blog
Login to your Dashboard
Go to the link “My Blog”
● Blogging: Click on “Add a Blog Post” to start a new blog. Give it a title, url name and
category and start writing your story
● Categories: Organise your blogs by categorising them, click on “Manage Categories”
to add new categories or edit old ones.
Click “Save & Publish” button to finish and upload
This is what your blog module looks like

They reflect in the blog on your live site
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Things to keep in mind
Be original and write fresh content supporting it with suitable images.
You can write your personal story, experiences or anything which you think you have
the knowledge to talk about.
Brainstorming is must, to get thought-provoking ideas.
Give a captivating title and support it with interesting visuals.
Start your blog with a brief introduction, here you need to grab the reader’s attention.
You can use various quotes, idioms, and phrases in your content.
Draft bullet points by highlighting the unique feature in your blog.
Keep it simple and precise.
Use punctuation marks wherever required.
Use the basic keywords to make it search engine optimized.
Don’t forget to proof-read your content at the end, so that you can fix all possible errors
before publishing it.
End it with a concise conclusion.

Social Media Sharing
Open your OnPowerWeb Profile
Pick the activity/project/content you want to share
Click on the share icon on that page
Select the Social Media platform
Add a description and click share
Look for the share icon on your live site

Things to keep in mind
➔ Pick up your best activity, achievement, project and blog and start sharing it with your
traffic potential pages like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Pinterest.
➔ Give an eye-catchy title to your post.
➔ Go one-by-one, don’t share everything in one go.
➔ Follow a routine to post once in an every week.
➔ Engage maximum audience through comments.
➔ Keep it original.

Take a look at how your blog looks; this is the section that you will be updating
most frequently! Don’t forget to share it on your social media profiles.

Experience: that most brutal of teachers. But you learn, my God do you learn.
-C.S. Lewis

For any help or queries fill out the 24X7 Support form on top right corner of your dashboard

